Picture perfect cladding

THE FACTS BEHIND A ‘MUSICAL’ SOLUTION
RMIG has supplied the special perforated sheets that were mounted on a black background giving the facade a realistic photo effect.

- Raw material: Mild steel
- Thickness: 2.0 mm
- Pattern: RMIG ImagePerf
- Surface treatment: Hot dip galvanising
- Architects: Kærsgaard & Andersen, Norresundby, Denmark
At Skansevejen School in the Aalborg region of Denmark, students and teachers can now enjoy brand new music facilities in a 200 m² building that features well-equipped rehearsal rooms, classrooms and dance areas. The architects, Kjaersgaard & Andersen, decided to incorporate the use of the facilities in the facade in order to create a ‘third music room’ where concerts, plays and other artistic performances could be held in front of the building.

Photographic images of children singing, dancing and playing musical instruments were chosen to provide the decoration for the facade. RMIG worked closely with the architects to create the complex pattern of perforations needed to render the images accurately on the cladding.

**A stylish and purposeful exterior**

RMIG had already undertaken a number of projects within the commercial and public sector that used images to create an aesthetic and appealing effect. However, when utilising this method on the facade of the music building, it was the first time the technology was used in an educational environment. The result is a stylish, eye-catching exterior, representing the primary purpose of the building and recognising that it is designed for children.
MORE THAN JUST BUILDINGS

RMIG City Emotion is for everyone who values the beautiful and innovative qualities of our cities, because a city is not just about buildings. A city is a place for emotion and it requires our full attention to unleash its aesthetic appeal.

RMIG City Emotion captures the passion for creative urban design by offering innovative technologies and materials. We can help you realise the most ambitious architectural projects and their emotional potential.

- Let us guide you through the benefits and practicality of your design
- We can work on your drawings in CAD, 2D and 3D formats
- Use perforated sheets, embossed sheets or expanded metal
- Enjoy the unique finishing operations and surface treatments

RMIG is the world’s largest manufacturer and supplier of perforated metal. In addition to exterior cladding, the company also supplies products for a large number of construction applications such as car park and security screening, acoustic wall linings, ceilings, lighting, street furniture, balustrades and walkways.
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